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FAIR tonight an J Saturday with somewhat
cooler temperature. '

'

TEXAS seems anxious

to tackle the job of ;i
whipping Mexico.
tj
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INVESTIGATIONS'

DELAYED

CONAND BRITISH
AMERICAN
SULS HAVE NOT YET GONE
TO BENTON'S GRAVE

.

ADMITS

HE TOOK

UN

entering the cabinet meeting that
Consul Letcher's dispatches also confirmed previous information that Benton's body was in Chihuahua City. He
said arrangements would he made
soon for the visit of the commission
to Chihuahua to view the body and intimated that the disposition, of it J. PARKER WHITNEY, ACCUSED
would he settled after the medical
OF WHITE SLAVERY, WILL
examination.
PRESENT DEFENSE
The cabinet discussed practically
nothing else hut Mexican affairs, dispatches being read frpm Consul Letch HE MADE HER NO
er saying General Villa would give
permission for a complete medical
examination of the body of William WILL TELL GRAND JURY HE DID
S. Benton, British subject, at ChihuaNOT AGREE TO MARRY

If ITU

Washington, Feb. 27. After a long
lapse In the diplomatic, exchanges be
tween Washington and the City of
Mexico, an attempt has been made to
reopen the correspondence by the submission of an appeal by the Iluerta
government for the reconsideration by
the United States of the recent raising of the embargo on arms to Mexico.
The feature of the Mexican communication said to have been issued
at Mexico City last night Is the allegation that a state of anarchy now
exists In so much, of Mexico as is
occupied by the rebel forces. It is set
out that wherever the Huerta government is in power, full protection has
been given to natives and foreigners.
Therefore, the United State3 is invited to reflect seriously "on the sad
consequences' that arming of rebels
will bring, within the. opinion of the
.
Huerta government.
The assumption Itt official circles is
that Huerta does not, by the presentation of such a remarkable note, ex- pect to bring about Immediately a
change of policy on the part of the
Washington administration. The real
purpose is believed to add another
note to the exchanges, perfecting his
case, as it were, for the consideration
of world powers. It Isi not expected
that the state department will return
any formal answer to this last com'
munication.
Charge Algara at tne American embassy" waa notified today that the
Hue&a government had delivered
euch a communication to the American representative and diplomatic representatives of other powers In Mex-lco City. He did not receive' a copy
of it
Carothers Delays Action
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 27. George C.
Carothers today admitted that he had
postponed his departure for Chihuahua, and while he was silent as to his
reasons, it is assumed that the arrival here of the British emissary,
Charles Arthur Perceval, to participate in the Benton Investigation, and
the receipt by Carothers of a bulkjr
dispatch from Mexico accounts for
the delay.
General Hugh L. Scott, Carothers
and Perceval maintained complete reserve as to their plans. Perceval,
who received a bulky packet which he
said contained his instructions, is expected to be guided by General Scott
iu his official actions.
It is believed, however, that when
the commission to examine Benton's
body departs for Chihuahua, where
General Villa saya it la hurled, the
British official will accompany it,
Meantime, anxiety over the disappearance of Gustav toaueh continues,
although his case apparently is not
involved in the Benton investigation.
Rebels of Juarez and Chihuahua both
deny that they have' him, and belief
in the report that the German-Americawaa shot as a spy last Friday, is
"general on this side of the Rio
Grande.
n

PEISE

hua.

While the Benton incident was discussed in great detail, members of the
cabinet were particularly concerned
over the hanging of Vergara, The
act, they believed, had shocked the
Americant people and should not go
unpunished. Steps will be taken to
impress the Huerta government of
the feeling of the United States in
the matter, particularly after repeat
ed assurance had been given by the
federals that Vergara would not be
hanged.
So far as could be learned the cabinet was not Inclined to condonethe
killing of Benton, but in discussing
responsibility for the act, some members were inclined w think Benton
at least was indiscreet in going to
the camp of a military commander,
with whom he was not on friendly
terms, and entering into argument
with him.
Final judgment was not reached by
the cabinet as to the merits of the
Benton case, but it was apparent that
vigorous steps to procure the body
for his widow would be continued.
Secretary Bryan, annninced late today that a demand for the punishment of those responsible for the
killing of Clements Vergara has boco
sent by the United States to the
Huerta government.
Consul

Saw Bauch

City.
Consul

Letcher also reported that
General Villa would permit, two physicians to accompany- the American and
British representatives and members

counsel for the interstate commerce
commission. He came to his decision
alfer a conference with President Wilson and: Secretary Bryan. He probably will take up his new duties next
No announcement has been
week.
made as to his successor.
The Commission announced today
that Dr. Charles W. Needham, former
president of George Washington University, had Ibeen appointed assistant
counsel. Both Mr. Folks and Dr.
Needham's appoint tuonts will be ef
fective March 1.
STILL MISSING

LOPEZ

Paul, Minn.,7 Feb. . 27. After
MISS HANNAN
spending 24 hours searching for a
man said to be Ralph Lopez, the Bingham, Utah, bandit, detectives today
GRIP FILLED WITH LETTERS declared
they believed that Lopez had
seen at the horse sales in
been
(hot
the
district, as was reported.
Midway
EVERY
MILLIONAIRE
EPISTLE,
A Mexican purchasing horses for shipIS
PROOF
HE TOLD
SAYS,
ment south is thought by the poli.ie
NO FALSEHOODS
to have been taken for Lopez.

27.J. Parker
Whitney, clubman and millionaire,
was prepared today to go before the
grand jury and make a vigorous effort to prevent indictment being returned against him on a charge of
white slavery brought by Miss Genevieve Hannan.
Whitney will exhibit a grip full of
letters from Miss Hannan, by which
he will show the grand jury that he
held out no matrimonial promise to
her when she accompanied him from
New York on a trip across the country. Miss Hannan left for Chicago
by way of New Orleans last Tuesday.
San Francisco, Feb.

St.

2

1914.

CITY EDITION.

ities had Captain Forman appear be
A fore him under oath.
'William Diamond, labor leader, ar
rested by the militia Wednesday on
a charge of having militia uniforms
In his possession, was released today.
General Chase explained that upon in
vestigation it appeared it would be
difficult to prove ihe charge of larThe
ceny of government property.
adjutant general said Diamond gave
him some information which would TELLS HOUSE JUDICIARY COM
DECOLORADO UNDERSHERIIF
be
of value In tracing deserters. ,.He
SCRIBES SEVERAL STRIKERS'
MITTEE THE MEASURE IS
however, that this informa
declared,
BATTLES ';
A GOOD ONE
tion was given voluntarily and that
it did not implicate union men.
'
Federal warrants were Issued for
NOTICES
WERE
POSTED
IT
FOVIHES
. TIE
ElMS
David Jeffries, Charles Costa, Doml- nick Fugare and Max Martinez, held
CAMP a3 military prisoners in connection MODE OF, PROCEDURE FOR FED
MINERS IN THE FORBES
with the burning of the postofflce at
ERAL COURTS ON CIVIL
WERE ORDERED TO LAY
the Southwestern mine, near Agui
SIDE IS DEFINED
ASIDE WEAPONS
lar. It was expected that a deputy
United States marshal would arrive
BA
OBSTINATE from Denver tomorrow to take charge LIFEAFFOiTHENTS
KENEHAN
of the men. The remaining six prisoners, including James T. Davis, marFORMER PRESIDENT SAYS THEV
HE WON'T TAKE GUARD OFFI- shal at
Aguilar, were) to be turned
TEND TO BUILD UP "JUDICER'S WORD UNLESS HE IS
over to the civil authorities on charges
of arson.
J
CIAL FAMILIES"
PUT UNDER OATH

OFFICER

MADE

STORY

OF

A WOMAN

CONFESS
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ATTORNEY

FOR MRS. BUFFUM
Consul Edwards at Juarez today re"
ARGUES FOR HER LtFE-tSE- .saw
the
he
that
American,
ported
FORE THE JURY
Gustav Bauch, in tne Juarez jail on
18
to
and
that, according
February
Little Valley, N. Y., Feb. 27. Atauthorities on the border, Bauch was
Patrick g. Collins for Mrs. Cyntorney
to
afterwards removed
Chihuahua,
on trial for the murder
thia
Buffum,
with other Americans, names not
of her husband, Willis Buffum, began
given.
his argument to the jury when court
d
opened today. It was generally
Villa Takes It Easy
verdict would
that
the
jury's
27.
As
an
Feb.
Chihuahua, Mexico,
be largely determined by its acceptexplanation of his continued delay in
federal
the
at
Torreon, ance or rejection of the "confession"
army
attacking
300 miles south of here, opinions were made by Mrs. Buffum at a Buffalo
December 10.
expressed' freely by close advisers of hotel
Attorney Collins held that the confesGeneral Villa today that the rebel
leader is quite content with his pres- sion was wrung from a woman houndent supreme authority, and that he ed by private detectives and made at
will not push southward until neces- a time when her mind was dimmed
was
sity seems to require it. Practically by drink. He argued that there
that
no
or
circumstantial
actual
proof
all of General Villa's army is scattered along the railroad south to a the woman had planned the death of
point within a few miles of Torreon, ber husband. He charged the poisonand their position of being on the ing to the husband.
verge of attacking the federals lias
been unchanged for weeks.
, A BLOODY FIGHT
Belief has been growing that the
federals under General Refugio Velas-cGuayaquil, Ecuador, Feb. 27. Eleven
may soon assume the offensive and were killed and 13 wounded in a
send troops north to check the rebels. sharp fight today between the "govern'
All impartial artillery observers agree ment troops and prisoners attempting
that the rebels have lost ground by to escape from the penitentiary. The
their delay. Waited upon by repre- convicts killed their'" wardens and
sentatives for foreign governments dashed for the gates, cheering for
and surrounded by ducal pomp of sol- Colonel Carlos Concha, the rebel comdiers and civilians, General Villa, mander at Esmeraldas. Troops were
after having risen from the position called from barracks in the vicinity
order after a brisk
of a bandit, within a few months, is and
wielding thei powers of a dictator. No struggle, in the course of which seven
effort is made to conceal his dictator- prisoners were shot dead and six
ship, and it Is said his delay In mov- wounded.
ing southward la actuated by his desire to extend his power as head of Villa instructs that hereafter the
the government.
American consul shall be Informed
Carranza Is Deposed
promptly of the arrest of all foreignLittle credence is given here to the ers. In the future it is planned to
repeated reports that General Carran- have General Carranza, who is exza intends soon to travel from Sonora pected here within a few days, handle
to assume control of the government all subjects .concerning
foreigners,
in Chihuahua. General Villa Insistent- and all inquiries" will be referred to
ly refers to him as the) first chief of him.
the revolution, but it is believed that
Frederico Gonzales Garza, counselGeneral Carranza will delay his ar- lor to the garrison commander, said
rival, if he comes, until General Villa that Charles A. Perceval, the British
has moved southward.
representative, in El Paso in connec-nectioVilla has surrounded himself by
with the Benton investigation,
men who accept his word aa law. It would be received here with every
is openly stated that for Mexicans to courtesy should he choose to make
have expressed opinions adverse to a visit, .but that if he wished to make
Villa's is sufficient to warrant execu- any inquiries he would be referred to
tion, and not to obey orders prompt- Carranza.
Official confirmation was received
ly is punishable by imprisonment. A
Mexican conductor was put in prison of the presence of a small band of
because he was late with a train or federals at San Pedro, on the Mexican
& Northwestern line.
dered by Vila. .
They cut the
wires, which have been restored, and
Arrests to Be Reported
derailed a train, and rebel troops have
Juarez, Mexico, Feb. 27. An order been sent against them. No casualties
received here, today., from General in the derailment are reported.
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THE CLAYTON

WAR

Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 27. Fresh
tales of bloodshed in the Colorado laTODAY IM CONGRESS.
bor war were recounted to the con
gressional investigating committee to
day. The mine owners continue to
Washington, I vb. 7 Senate: Im introduce evidence intended to show
migration comiiii e ontiinued work that the strikers were the aggressors
on the Burnett hul.
in most of the battles In the strike
en a day for a zone.
Refused lu a
vote, on the woman sufirage constituAn important witness of the day
tional amendment..
Zeke Martin, undersheriff of Las
yas
ient tc the postRejec'ed an fur
Animas county, famous as the leader
office bill to strip the postmaster gen
of many of the posses of deputies sent
eral of power t imt rates and al into the Ludlow district in the days
ter regulations of. the parcel post.
immediately preceding the occupation
Senator Nelson r.trouced a bill for of the strike zone
by the militia. Marfederal license of interstate commerce tin
of the bat
accounts
gave stirring
corporations and proposing a plan for tles in which he participated.
publicity.
of Martin,
In the
House: Met at lioon.
for the strikers introduced
attorneys
. mlttee consider
affairs
Foreign
a notice which the witnesses admitted
ed without
Representative
was posted in the Forbes tent col
,
J
olution.
Ainey's Meicn
wnen six strikers
or
Former ProTaft, Alton B. ony on October 23,
notice bore the
The
were
arrested.
t
endorsed
Hoot
Parker and St
..rraonize 'prac signature of Sheriff J. S. Grisham, by
the Clayton 1 :'! t
JJeka Martin,,, undersheriff, and read
tice in. the fedcj,. --mrtaVice President. Harrison of the New as follows:
"This Is to advise you that your
York Central declared the railroads
would welcome federal regulation of camp is surrounded by a body of
armed men, under the command of
security Issues.
Dies
warned
against the undersigned, sheriff of Las Ani
Representative
mas county, Colorado. We have war
intervention in Mexico.
Representative Palmer advocated rants) for the arrest of a number of
his bill to bar child labor products men, of your colony. We take this
method of advising you of the situa
from Interstate commerce.
tion to avoid alarm. It is hereby requested that all male inhabitants of
EIAS A
the tents come out therefrom,, so that
the men for whom we have warrants
submit to the service thereof.
DISASTROUS FIRE may
We admonish you to submit to this
request without resistance, .because
we are prepared to serve these war
DESTROY
ARE
FOUR BUILDINGS
rants over any resistance that may
ED AT A LOSS OF ABOUT
be offered, regardless of consequen$50,000
ces.
"You n.re further admonished to
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 27. Fire
come
without weapons of any characfour
early this morning destroyed
wea
brick buildings at Farmingtou, N. M", ter, as the exhibition of such
of
hos
as
an
act
will
be
regarded
;f ..the pons
including the entire stools
Pierce' Mercantile company the larg tility. Immediate compliance with
est retail business in northwest New this order is demanded."
Sam S, Smith, traveling freight
Mexico.
The loss is approximately
$50,000, and includes BOO gallons of agent of the Colorado & Southern
saw the
brandy recently confiscated by the railroad, testified, that he
7.
October
dison
Ludlow
at
.
the
from
shoooting
Farmington.
government
of
W. B. Cunningham, superintendent
tillery.
n
water service for the
Fuel company, said that on October 26 he was in a hack which was
MN HELD PRISONER
stopped oh the road between Ludlow
and Hasings. He said he was In the
BY TWO BOLD
hack which was stopped on October
3, when it was alleged two women
ROY E. PLUMMER SENDS STRANGE passengers were kidnaped by women
EXCUSE TO HIS ANXIOUS
from the Ludlow colony. Mr. CunWIFE
ningham described the alleged incident, saying the women were taken
Hastings, Neb., Feb. 27. Roy E. In the direction of the tents.
James II. Wilson, a former deputy
Plummer, a salesman of this city,
missing for the past 10 days," is an sheriff, toid of the battle at Forbes
unwilling prisoner of two women in on October 17. He also described
a Kansas City, Mo., hotel, according other disorders, Including the fighting
to a letter received here today by his about Berwind on October 26, 27 and
wife, which she identified as being 28..
in her husband's handwriting. The
Adjutant General John Chase an
letter was smuggled out. A grip be nounced today that the one platoon
longing to the missing man was found of cavalry, Troop C, which has been
in a depot at Grand Island, Neb., to- stationed in Fremont county, was be- day. Plummer stated in the letter that ins: moved to Aguilar. .. Company L,
he had been drugged.
Second Infantry, now at Aguilar, win
be sent homo. Company L was re
Police Take no Action
cruited' at Fowler.
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 27. Larry
Militia officers today were checkpaid ing up bills relating to the purchase
Ghent, inspector of detectives,
this afternoon that the police had re- cf horses for the use of the soldiers.
ceived no communication vfrom Ine These accounts are the ones on which
authorities of Hastings, Neb., concern-in- s General Chase agreed to furnish Inforthe alleged detention here of Roy mation, to State Auditor Roady Kene-han- .
13.
Mr. Kenehan took no part iu
plummer by two women. In the
he
such
communication,
the examination of the bills, declarabsence of
no
would
take
local
police
that his itivesthiitflon would not
the
ing
Mid,
I
be resinned until th? military author
action.
'

TAFT SPEAKS Ffl

TELLS

,

DETECTIVES

n

Villa Extends Courtesies
Washington, Feb. 27. Consul Letcher telegraphed Secretary Bryan today that Valla would permit two
Americans!, two British representatives and two members of the family
of William S. Benton to view the
lody of the dead ranchman. It Is assumed that the body is at Chihuahua

ACCEPTS OFFICE
Washington, Feb. 27. Joseph W.
Folk of the state department today
decided to accept the new post of
FOLK

HIS!

OF
BARGO

of the Benton family, and that he
would furnish transportation and accommodations for all of them.
Secretary Bryan said just before

FEBRUARY

NO CRISIS EXISTS
New York, Feb. 27 The country is

Washington, Feb. 27. Former Pres
IdenfTaft appeared today before tb

house judiciary committee; iu the capacity of president of the Americans
Bar association,, and, with eeverai
other niembers of the association, advocated passage of the Clayton bill ii
authorize the supreme court to prescribe, forms and rules of procedure
for federal courts on the common law"
side.
"All men delight in the exercise ct
patronage," said Mr. Taft. "Of course
on this matter 1 am speaking to that
republicans of your com mittee, not tb
democrats," he added with a smile,,
TROUBLE IN PORTUGAL
and continued:
Madrid, Feb. 27. The Spanish gov"One of the trovisies with life
ernment has received information
pointments for judges is that
that an important revolutionary moveis strong to build up 'judicment is in progress in Portugal. Ac- ial families.'
Lawyers know that i
cording to an announcement made to- is often a dangerous thing to tnako.
day by the Spanish undersecretary of any charge against a court clerk
state for the interior, a condition of
the judges who appointed him
anarchy exists throughout Portugal.
That temptation could be removed by
congress, and the. courts as they are
' ' b
now constituted
vindicates
without resort to W recall, which I
believe is harmful.
"Appointments of receivers by federal Judges, should be made from a
list furnished by the interstate comFROM SIEeOA
merce commission.. At some later
date It probably would be advisable
to
provide for the examination of th
YESTERDAY
BANDIT CAPTURED
rules of procedure by a commission.
MAKES HIS ESCAPE EARLY
with a view to harmonising and adTHIS MORNING
ministering the two sides of federal
court work. For tne present I be
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 27. Joe
iud lieve the authorization contained iu
Mackey, the bandit surrounded
the bill la all that should be attempt
captured early yesterday morning
near Cooks Peak, made his escape ed."
Alton B. Parker said, there wa3 fcu
from the Sierra county jail at Hil's- In. view, as suggested Dy Mr.
ideal
boro this morning by overpowering
of
Taft,
complete uniformity in pro
a guard. He reached the mountains
cedure throughout the federal courts.
in safety. A posse is in pursuit.
and perhaps, even the state courts at
some time.
'Senator Root declared legislators-haCONFERENCE TO TALIS
built up under the pressure cf
Individual interests, codes of procedure which prevented the courts from,
5
administering justice. His owa (state,
he said, was the worst sinner in that
LANE ASKS WESTERN STATES TO respect. The man of small means
discouraged or even ruined,
SEND REPRESENTATIVES
while men of wealth secured imTO DENVER
munity from being brought to justice..
Mr. Taft said he wished to call tho
Washington"' ''Feb. .27. Secretary
committee's
attention to one fact.
oil
a
the
conference
Lane has called
"You can safely consider this bill,'- '
of
of
the
the
subject
irrigation
general
arid west to meet id Denver on April said he, "since it has th approval
of the progressive party and' of Mr.
9, and has requested the governor of
Root and myself. I want the comArizona, California, Colorado, Idaho,
to get that fact; that where-twmittee
Montana, Nevada, Ne Mexico, Oregon,
so
widely divergent views ogre
South Dakota, Utah, Washington and
on a thing, it is probably a thins t
Wyoming to send representatives.
be desired."
not facing an unusual crisis in. its
numbers of unemployed.
This was
the concensus of an opinion expressed
at the National Conference of Unemployment which began a two days'
session in New York today.
"There is no problem of unemployment in my state," said W. C. Cheney,
delegate from Connecticut. "In fact,
it's the other way around. Not long
ago. manufacturers were actually unable to procure labor they needed."
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Governors Meet First
Denver, Feb. 27. That the conference of western governors will be
C,
held in Denver beginning April
and their deliberations concluded in
time for the conference called by
Secretary Lane, was the opinion expressed today by Governor Amnions,
who is secretary of the Western Governors', conference.
The governor stated that lie would
take up the mailer Immediately with
the executive commit teo. Ho. expressed creat, gratification over the issuance of the call by secretary Lane,
and predicted that the General conference would result in a thorouti discussion of subjects vb.'U to and land
states ar,d the forninlaiion of a pol-i- i
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RAILROADS DONT CARE
Washington, Feb. 27. Federal incorporation and exclusive federal regulation of issues of railroad seemi-tie- s
were recommended to tlm
commerce committee t
Al
11. Harris, vice
president anl gf i t r
1
i t ( i
counsel for the N
lines,
"Most of the. peoi 'e its
r
tnirijjess would bo w l
(
incorporate under a f
and avoid the Iron!
r"
state control," smi lux
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SET

FREE BY THE

COII

and not accept from

The attorneys lor Canavan were
Charles A. Spiess, Edward A. Mann,
Summers Burkhart and II. C. Coors,
while those for Mrs. Kate Canavaa
were Vigil & Jamison. The case
came up from McKiuley county.

Named
Delegate
Governor McDonald nas named the
following New Mexico ladles delegates
to the Third International congress on
Child Welfare which meets in WashVoll-meington April 22. Mrs. Johanna R.
of Las Vegas; Mrs. A. B. Fall,
of Three Rivers: Mrs. II. B. Fergus- son, of Albuquerque; Mrs. Nathan JafAND
MINISTERS
fa, of Roswell; Mrs, A. A. Jones, of AMBASSADORS
.
OUT OF JOBS ARE HAVING
Las Vegas.
A GOOD TIME
Judges Motor South

violation of the prelimnary. injunction prior to its dissolution.

REVERSES
SENTENCE FOR
CONTEMPT

SUPREME TRIBUNAL
TWO-YEA-

the banks any
warrants not properly signed."

a

Feb. 27.

port, of B. A. Mossman,

For Saturdays Selling
in women's Coats, Suits and Dresses for those who want the
POPULAR PRICED
latest in style and colorings at a popular price is now on display all the accepted colorings and weaves
ifc, J. E
are represented. Come.
k .. L
READY-TO-WEA-

CEZIIIII2iniII2IO.III

The judges ofHhe state supreme
court left yesterday per motor lor
Las Cruces where tney will attend a
banquet 'given tonight in honor of
Judge Wiliam H. Pope.
Brief Is Printed
Printers are at worK on the attor
ney general's brief in the tax exemp
tion suit and this brief will be filed
with, the supreme eotrt as soon as it
is ready.

Washington, Fgb. 27. Washington
has become a veritable haven of
The Old World atmos
phere blended with a progressiveness
distinctly American, which forms the
peculiar charm of Washington, is especially grateful to those Americans
who have had a taste of court life
and acquired a liking for it.
When the administration changes
New Company
and the ambassador, according to
Articles of Incorporation were filed custom, tenders his resignation, he
by the Adobe Sheep company, office begins to 'wonder where he will spend
at Albuquerque and Juan Garcia the his remaining years. He may still
statutory agent. The company Is cap cherish bo igreat ft fondness for the
italized, at $30,000, divided into 3,0oJ home town that he would like to get
shares at $100, The incorporators are: back to It, but, after all is considered,
Juan Garcia, 1,465 fchares; Librada Washington Is the place for him. It
Garcia, 10 shares; Juan A. Garcia, Jr., offers all the advantages of the
1 .400
shares. All live in Albuquerque. European capital he has just left aad
is besides a cheaper place of resiWants Two Teachers
vorce suit brought several years ago
wishse
dence than most of the large cities
education
of
The department
against Canavan by his wife. Mrs.
for
of
who
the United States' If his purse has
two
teachers
Spanish
speak
Canavan obtained her divorce and a
school at Bibo, Valencia county. been depleted' by his ambassadorial
the
Her
for
alimony.
$19,000
judgment
duties ho feels that he can retrench
Miss Myers Returns
attorneys were also given judgment
returned
at the same time enjoy himself
has
and
Miss
Mannette
Myers
Cana$1,500.
for fees amounting to
never
before. He can mingle with
as
Juan
San
to
a
successful
from
trip
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been
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or
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another it
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In court ever since. One phase of the by not
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homes in the city are owned by men
in making up financial statements in
Is by Judge Parker, follows:
ac
who were once in the diplomatic
on
as
in
IN
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Valencia
SHOW
MeKiley
BOAT
1.
MOTOR
and
examined
county
The proceedings
held to be proceedings s for a civil count of books in clerk's office, sal
Chicago, Feb. 27. Chicago's first corps. They are often consulted by
annual national motor boat show will legislators who wish expert knowlary bill, road board, etc.
contempt.
"Several warrants were paid by the be opened In the coliseum tomorrow edge of foreign affairs and interna2. A final decree dissolves a prelaw and in matters social they
liminary injunction which is ancil- treasurer, which were not properly and continued through the coming tional
con- are looked up as a court of last rere- week.
to
is
be
warrants
were
exhibition
and
The
several
same
to
the
main
the
unless
signed
case,
lary
be spec! ally continued by the decree turned to clerk which were not proper- ducted under the auspices of the Na- sort.
Only last week the women of offiand thereafter the litigant cannot be ly cancelled. The treasurer's office tional Association of Engine and Boat
cial
Washington, perplexed on the
,
punished as for a civil contempt for should give particular attention to this Manufacturers.

Steven Canavan yesterday practically was freed
ity the state supreme court's reversal
of the decision of Judge Herbert F.
Jtaynolds which, two years ago Bent
him to the county jail for a two year
term. Canavan was legally freed Just
12 days before his sentence would
V
have expired.
The official action taken was the
remanding of the case to the lower
.court with direction that Canavaa be
discharged. The judgment for
of which
500, for
was sentenced, is not affected by
this decision, It is thought here,
though until copies of the complete
decision and opinion are received this
cannot be. definitely settled.
Albuquerque.

More New Goods

COLONY

Feb. 27 The reassistant travon
eling auditor and bank examiner,
Vaof
records
of
the
examination
the
lencia county as of November 1, 1913,
has been filed with Oovernor McDonald. An examination of the report
raises a question concerning the court
house and jail (repair) fund.
The court house of Valencia county
burned In March, 1912, and In 1913
there was disbursed $30,095.94 from
the court house and jail (repair) fund.
Now, the report does not state where
this amount came from nor for what
it was expended. It could not have
been for repairs, for at that time the
court house was being erected.
General Coirimenis
in the introduction, to the report the
following general comments appear:
"You will note that up to 1911 there
was no pealty collected on account of
delinquent taxes and only very little
in that year! 1 am advised by the
deputy treasurer that it never had
been the custom in this county to
collect the penalty. However, since
the penalty attached m 1912, the law
has been complied with in this
N. M.,
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Beautiful New Silt Waists

.PRICED $5 to $1250.
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"It doesn't seem a bit greasy," is the
universal verdict about the pleasant-to-us- e
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Because of its purity and high shortening value
Cottolene makes foods tender and delicious. It has been

k

?;

iiii Hi;

a favorite cooking fat for many years.
It "creams up" beautifully when used in mixing pastry.
It is a firm fat when cool, but nevertheless is always of
just the right consistency to blend evenly with the flour

or sugar. You who make cakes, pies, cookies, biscuits
and the like know what an advantage this is.
Cottolene is especially excellent for all frying whether
pan frying or deep frying. Foods fried in Cottolene do
not absorb grease, neither does Cottolene absorb odors.
Using it over and over for frying, you not only find it eco
nomical, but you produce food that is wholly digestible and most appetizing.
A prominent physician says of Cottolene: "Cottolene.
being essentially a vegetable product, forms the most
healthful and nutritious cooking medium known to the
food experts and medical profession."
(From an article
in the American Housekeeper, entitled "The Most
Healthful of All Cooking Fats," by Dr. James Paigel
limery.
Everv trmnchtfnl mnfripr nn" rarpfnl firaiontuifa ,;!
he interested in the valuable FREE Cook Book,
si'.: "M'S
..... i
lt.:i;.:!'r:';'.l
MrSTT? ITT7T t)fl
GA A,.
order a pail of Cottolene from your grocer.
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CHICAGO

HOMINY CRESCENTS
Fine hominy or corn meal may be used
in the same way to serve with meats
or for breakfast with syrup. Cook 3
cup hominy or meal in 1 pint boiling
water over the fire until thickened, then
place over boiling water to finish cooking for about an hour, adding salt and
more water if too stiff, also the yolk of
an egg, or a little butter. When done,
pour into flat pan and when cool cut
into crescents, diamonds or strips, roll
in egg and crumbs and fiy in Cottolene.
MRS. HELEN ARMSTRONG.
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SEE THE DISPLAY IN OUR WINDOWS.
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AT $12.50. Suits of a good grade serge.

Tango Sashes

made to conform to the newstyleldressskirt,
fine Jersey top, ruffles of Crepe de Chine,
Messaline or Charmeuse. In all colors and
shades, excellent values

$3.00 to $6.00

..

THE

are the very latest. Made of good quality of
silk, in all colors and combinations. To bo
worn with shirt waists, dresses, etc. PRICED
65c AND UP.

Butterfly Belts
Bilk.
in nearly all colors of
changeable
These belts are made with a wide band with
$1.75
buttterfly in front of same material.
EACH.

Ld3 Veas'LeaflingSions
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Established

which reThe social near-feusulted from an unofficial declaration
on tbe part of the women of the
cabinet that they wonld return only
a limited number of calls, a number
which did not include those from
the wives of representatives, has
not 'yet been healed and is not likely
to be forgotten during the next three
years. So irate did the hostesses of
the representatives' circle become that
they very, generally refused to make
calls on the wives of the cabinet officers. Hoping to smooth matters
over, Mrs. Bryan, as the wife of the
otficial head of the cabinet, issued
a statement that the cabinet ladies
would, after all, return their calls.
Popular Mrs. Marshall, who received
five thousand calls In one afternoon
and tried valiantly to return them all,
and other hostesses who were also
nearly "swamped" with callers, found
themselves confronted with the utter
Impossibility of returning In person
all these courtesies. A' simplification
of the
calling mode of
"
Washington is thus imminent.
Mr. and Mrs. White have erected
one of the handsomest and most in
teresting residence in the city, in
Crescent Place, which opens off the
Avenue of the Presidents. Their only
daughter, .the former Muriel White,
is married to a German nobleman,
and the two have epent much time
during the last two years fn this city
with Mr. and Mrs. White.
The very latest recruit to the
Washington contingent
la Richard C. Kerens of SU Louis, re
cently United' States ambassador to
Austria-HungarAlthough one of
the last comers, Mr. Kerens is one of
the most enthusiastic Washlngtonlans.
He is planning one of the finest
houses ever built in tnia city of mag
nificent residences. Mr. Kerens' son
Mr. and Mrs. Vin
and daughter-in-law- ,
cent Kerens, who preceded him here,
have established themselves in the
smart set.
Dr. and Mrs. David Jayne Hill were
so popular in Washington during the
former's service as an assistant sec
retary of state that their return after
years spent in Switzerland and i n
Germany, where Dr. Hill was until
recently German ambassador, was
hailed with much joy. TJhe Hills are
New Yorkers, from Rochester, and
Dr. Hill has been recently often sug
gested as a possible candidate to succeed Senator Root. The Berliner
found In clever Mrs. Hill a marked
resemblance to their beloved Queen
Louise of Prussia, a fact which added
(o her popularity. She is one of the
most gifted wo?nen- who ever actel
time-honor-

-

SYtt

tear themselves

as an American diplomatic hostess.
She was a narked figure in Washington's, social life und has taken a comher return. Miss
manding place
Katherine Hill made her debut in Berlin and has repeated the social triumphs she made at the kaiser's cpurt
in Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. Larz Anderson have
so long been identified With Washing
ton social life that their absence
abroad, when Mr; Anderson represent
ed this government at Brussels and
at Tokio, has not put them among
the "arrivals." Although Mr. Anderson is from Cincinnati and his wife
a Bostonlan, both are fond of Washington, and they spend the greater
part of their time here. Their house,
modelled after an Italian palazzo, on
Massachusetts avenue is by many
architects considered the finest residence In Washington The Andersons
also own a fine estate, Weld, at
Brookline, Mass. Mrs. Anderson Is a
litterature, has produced a book, of
children's stories, a play and is said
to be engaged on a novel.
The former ambassador to Italy and
Mrs. O'Brien have spent a great part
of the present season in Washington,
although it has not yet been announced that they will make their home
here.
Among the best beloved of the
circle,, and the most thoroughly identified with Washington is
John W. Foster, former minister to
China, who with Mrs. Foster has
made hia home here for many years.
Mr. Foster is also an
officer, having held the portfolio of state
in President Harrison's cabinet. Mr.
Foster knows eo much about international law that he is eagerly consults
ed by all official Washington on the
subject, and lectures in the School of
International Law and Diplomacy of
the George Washington university.
Hannis Taylor, former minister to
Spain, now practicing law in Washington, is another great authority on
international law and a lecturer on
the subject in the Georgetown university. With his wif6 and attractive
daughter, Miss Hanna Taylor, he la a
notable figure in Washington's social
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calling question, which has agitated
them ever since the inauguration,
called upon Henry Whltu, the former
United States ambassador to France,
to assist them in their difficulty. Mrs.
Duncan IT. Fletcher, president of the
Congressional club, called a special
meeting when Mr. White gave the
members hia views and advised a
simplification of the calling pro-

Colors

Navy, Copenhagen, Tango and Tan? Neatly trimmed, collars and cuffs of silk brocade.

Silk Petticoats
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are some

AT $10.00. Suits of a new crepe material in Copenhagen, Tango, and Med. blue, trimmed with
fancy collars and cuffs, all sizes.

novel and very becoming designs. All the
new shades are shown, and black and white.

gram.

t

in some very becoming styles, Below
that deserve special mention- -

shadow
in Crepe de Chines, Chiffons,
lace, exquisitely tailored, and including some
and

'
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Misses Spring Suits

away from Washing-

ton.
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Mrs. William F. Draper, the widow
of a former minister to Italy, is a
fixed star in the Washington firma-

ment, where, with her pretty daughter, Miss Margaret, she makes her
home. She entertains lavishly, and
her daughter is one of the greatest
belles in the city. Miss Draper is
also considered the richest unmarried
woman in Washington, popular rumor
have placed her fortune at $6,000,000.
She is the
of the Dowager Queen of Italy, Margherita of
Savoy;, whose namesake she Is. Miss
Draper made her debut in Washington, and most of her social activities
in the few years since have centered
here.
Colonel Powell Clayton, who once
hailed from the west and long represented the government in Mexico,
now spends most of hia time In
Washington. Colonel Clayton's beautiful daughters were belles In Mexico
and both married diplomatists. The
Claytons have many friends here.
Mma Hauge, the American wife of
a former minister from Norway to
the United States, makes aer home
here and la prominent socially.
One of the prettiest girls In Washington, Miss Yvonne Townsend, haa
among her recollections that of being
playmate of a king, who 1$ however,
himself an "ex" Manuel of Portugal.
Yvonne's father, Lawrence
Miss
Townsend, was United States minister to Portugal during the childhood
of Manuel and his lllfated brother,
Prince Luis, and she frequently was
invited to the summer home of
play with these boys, who were
several years her senior. Lawrence
Townsend also represented this country at Belgium. He and his unusually
beautiful wife are extremely popular
here, while Miss Yvonne is a social
favorite, whose frequent engagement
rumors have kept society on the quL
vlve.
Truxton Beale, former minister to
Persia, who divides his time between
Washington and California, is the son
of the famous General Edward Fitzgerald Beale, first an officer of the
United States navy, then a gallant
life.
in Caliand successful "forty-niner- "
George von Lengerke Meyer, who fornia, a general of the United States
was secretary of the
navy and post- army under General Grant and later a
master general under
Presidents United States minister to Austria. Mr.
Roosevelt and Taft, is. likewise an ex- - Beale is the brother of Mme. Bakh--'
diplomatist, having represented this meteff, wife of the Russian ambassa- of John R.
country at the courts of Russia and ! dor, and a brother-in-laItaly. An accomplishment which Mr. I McLean.'
Meyer acquired In Russia, Ice skating,
has stood himi n good stead in Wash
A Good Cough Medicirte for Children
ington;, where he and his two daugb-- :
Convincing proof of the rare curters have been regarded as the chain-- !
ative properties of Chamberlain's
Pio'n ice skaters in
Washington so
Mrs. Mary
ciety. It in thrnllht lilrolv that Tr j Cough Remedy came from
who
Iowa
of
iFawcett
Grinncll,
says:
ana Mrs. Meyer will make their home
,
s Cough Remedy helped
Chamberlain
as
here,
have the former Secretary!
my "ttle boy a great deal when he
.01 the Treasury and Mrs. MacVeagh.
had whooping cough. It Is a good
The former Secretary of War and meclidne
... For SfJe
by alI dealers.-M- rs.
Sumson and the former Attorney
y
General and Mrs. Wiokersham' are
other officials of the Taft administra- tion who seem to find it difficult to
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DELTA TAU DELTAS IN SESSION
Graduates and
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Mothers Who Took It When Children Now Giving It to Their
Children.
There must be genuine merit to an
article that has stood the test of two
generations of users.
In the field of medicine none has
had greater success, nor retained that
success to a greater degree, than Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which is
now being used by three generations
of people. Its use in families is constantly becoming more general. The
reason, primarily, is that it has merit.
It is what it represents Itself to be,
a laxative-toniit does not make exlangaggerated claims nor use coarse
"
uage to set forth its virtues.
It is & medicine, but so mild and
gentle a medicine that thousands of
mothers give it to tiny Infanta, and
yet, In a slightly larger dose, it is
.
It
equally effective for grown-upsis for any disorder of the stomach,
liver or bowels, for constipation no
matter how chronic, for dyspepsia.no
matter how severe, for biliousness,
sour stomach, gas on the stomach,
headaches, drowsiness after eating
and similar complaints arising irom
condition of the bowels.
a clogged-uIt is pleasant to the. taste and does
not gripe. It can be used with safety
and good results by anyone at any
age or in any condition of health, and
that person's health will improve.
Every druggist sells it and the price
is only fifty cents and one dollar a
bottle.
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ENGLAND WANTS A

JflrM

undergraduates representing leading
colleges in various states from Illinois
to the Pacific coast assembled at the
Hotel La Salle today for the annual
convention of the western section of
the fraternity. The gathering will
continue two. days, concluding with a
banquet tomorrow night. The Delta
Tau Delta is one of the largest of the
Greek letter societies, having a total FRANTIC SEARCH IS MADE FOR
membership exceeding 10,000.
A MAN TO BEAT GEORGES
CARPENTIER
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FIVE OINOTE CURE

England's frantio uearch for a
white heavyweight capable of winning
IF STOMACH IS BAD back the European championship from
Georges
Carpentier of France, has
subsided temporarily and the atten"PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" IS QUICK- tion of the fistic enthusiasts in the
WM. ROSWELL TAYLOR
tight little isle now is centered on
EST, SUREST INDIGESTION
Hie middleweight division in pugilism.
CURE KNOWN
Thousands of families throughout
want a slow remedy The reason for this rs that a middleYou don't
the country are never without Syrup
stomach is bad or an weight title match, to determine the
when
Mrs.
them
your
in
the
among
house,
Pepsin
successor of Jack Harrison, was sucuncertain one or a harmful one
W. A. Taylor, 717 Uncola Ave.,
Wis. She has five children and your stomach, is too valuable; you cessfully staged In London on Mon'
a former
gives Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin to mustn't injure it with drastic drugs. day night. Pat O'Keefe,
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its champion, and Harry Reeve were the
all of them as needed. Little William
contenders in this engagement, and
used to cry half the night with cramps speed In giving relief; its harmles3-nesIn
the aristocratic Nation Sporting Club
action
certain
its
unfailing
since
Syrup
and pain, but
being given
was sponsor for the event. The
stomPepsin he does so no longer. The regulating sick, sour, gassy
indiof
Lonsdale belt, emblematic of the
Lord
cures
millions
to
Its
achs.
teach
will
you
use of this remedy
pi
avoid cathartics,, salts, purgatives and gestion, dyspepsia, gastritis and other championship, was awarded to the
name has not yet filphysics generally as they are entirely stonTach trouble has made it famous winner, whose
tered across the pond.
too harsh. Syrup Pepsin cures grad- the world over.
London sporting papers of recent The bitter rivalry that exists between did. Joe Rivers will bear me out m:
Keep this perfect, stomach doctor
ually, but the cure is comfortable,
in your home keep it handy get a date received in this country are the men is one of the causes that has this. Why, that Mexican lhas not yet
sare and permanent
case from, any drug throwing fits over the O'Keefe-Reev- e
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dress on it will do.
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for
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-Mil as second clas matter.
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drives financiers to suicide, cements
discrimination whatever in Its use by
or disrupts international aliances,
of all nations. The canal was
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beats open the doors of the Theater ships
to be operated just as the Suez canal
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Francais for ambitious vaudeville ar- !"
operated.
tists, and has writers and painters
President Huerta's recent tribute eating out of his hand. Here at
i the power of the press, in the form home we do not concede him so mag- f an invitation to 10
newspaper cor- nificent a role. We have kept some
respondents )to come and tell the truth of the ridiculous outward trappings of
about Mexico at his expense, ought to the stage type the note book, the
lie telegraphed over to England. A slangy, incisive' speech, the
But the favorite hero of newsaiupliment to the power of the proas
hj implication, a compliment to paper romance and the theater ia the
at iwimble but' necessary cog In the titan city editor, manipulating half a
'.
: iiodt
machine, the reporter, says the dozen telephones and half a hundred
.Pie Stark; Post. Now. in England, the men, issuing hi3 orders in crisp Nareporter, even thougn he is called a poleonic phrases, or shouting down
.frees man, is not in good repute. And, the tube to the pressroom like Richoddly enough, It is at the hands of ard III at Bosworth Field . magnifilas efder brother, the literary worker, cent apparition who is quite as unreal
that the pressman suffers most In as the shabby little pencil pusher of
rtplte of the fact that for a considera- British imagining but infinitetly flat
tion the well known playwright or tering to the, profession.
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meveilst can be induced tcswrite for
'Jie Daily Mail and so take the bread
IEAFNESS FROM BLOW; -- Cut of the
reporter's mouth; in eplte
ING THE NOSE
A the fact that a great many ultimate
Konsumers of royalrres began life in
The small boy who holds a handker
the grind of Fleet street, the reporter,
as represented in current British fi- chief to his little brother's nose and
ction or on the stage, cuts a very poor tells him to "Mow bard" is ibreeding
figure. The general conception of trouble for little brother. Likewise
iiim Is of a rather disgusting and il- the mother who similarly Instructs
literate little beast with frayed cuffs baby. Or, for that" matter, the pest
and a note book. Mr. Shaw, who who takes delight in the amount of
g
In the
oght to know better, has thus depict noise he canandmake
make a huge, explo
'led him in "The Doctor's
process
Dilemma;"
J4r. Arnold Bennett, with a kindlier sive snort of it, or the one who es
7 TJTT
iTut equally patronizing touch, has chews a handkerchiefs altogether and
.drawn him in "The Great Adventure." empties his nose upon his'clothes and
3Ir. Chesterton, in his new play,, says. the v Jndering winds. I?v.
""lie's
than a guttersnipe; he's This,' at least, is" the declaration of
Doctor Evans, former health officer
A Fleet Street journalist."
'ice reporter, Vioi.gh a worm, is a for Chicago, and the trouble being
l
worm, an! sarely puts alu- bred is deafness.
In the back of the nose, where it
elf to the trouble of turning. He is
accustomed to see Il'e from the in-- joins Vith the roof of the mouth, Doc"
aide and the underside, and it neither tor Evans explains, is one opening of
wrprises him nor hurts him to be a small tube. The other Opening' of
pilloried by the playwright who de- that tube is In the middle ear back
pends upon him for the half column o: the drum. Ordinary colds spread
'
puff that makes the box office happy; from the nose to the throat, then to
or the author who entrusts to his the vocal cords, then to the bronchial
perfectly manicured hands a type- tubes. They chow, some disposition
written outline of his forthcoming to ckip the vocal Cords. They show
novel, with a photograph, taken when disposition to skip the throat somethe author's hair was Cot so thin on times. They always show disposition
top; or the society leader who fur to skip the tube running to the ears,
nishes a list of the guests at her ex- except when pus matter and germs
"Oltisive function;
or the clergyman are blown up to the ears.
It is not necessary for a child to
whom he frequently misrepresents by
"blow
hard" to clean the nose, advises
the
say
clergyman
exactly
making
Evans. "Light blowing of one
Doctor
what he did say; or the scientist
whom he frequently misunderstands, nostril Is sometimes Justified. It is
more honestly, one dares say, easy to wash the nostrils with a salt
skmtist is misunderstood by water solution. People who become
the
than
TUs fdentific colleagues.
Only cow deaf In middle life are usually sufs
of colds
;and then will tlia bitterness of th fering from the
:mati conquer the cynicism of the re- which have traveled "from the nose to
"
porter; and he will protest aa one of the ears.
"Thickening of the ear drum is an',e profession has recently protested,
other cause of moderate deafness.
i the columns of an English public-a-li'-mHe will say that it Is not true When 'Skinnays hold their small
;' t, ai a ral&, reporters come la brothers' noses and tell them to 'blow
hros,"h fho transom or the coal hard they are making it likely that
huie: (hat they flourish big not fonm forty years later those small
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The democratic platform simply was
wrong. It was a violation of a national pledge, and no childish excuses
will hold even if they come from so
high a source as the White House.
President Wilson is right in holding
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YOUR FRECKLES
.

Need Attention In February and
March or Face Will Stay
Covered
Now is the tiinu to take special
care of the complexion if you wish it
to look) well the rest of the year. The
February and March winds have a

out for national honor, but, whether
from partisan or other considerations,
he is wrong when he bases his position on the ground that "circumstances
have changed.'' American foreign po- tics is already sufficiently complicatstrong tendency to bring out freckles
ed without this attempted
act of that
my stay all summer unless rei
abrogation.
Now is the time to use
moved.
)
othine double strength.
This prescription for the removal
ITALV TIES STRING
of freckles was written by a prominent physician and rs usually so successful
TO HER ACCEPTANCE
that it is sold by druggists under guarantee to refund the money if
it fails. Get an ounce of othine
IF IMMIGRATION BILL SUITS HER double strength, and even a few appliSHE WILL SEND AN EXcations should show a wonderful imHIBIT TO FRISCO
provement, some of the smaller
freckles even vanishing entirely.
Rome, Feb. 27. The Intention of Adv.
Italy to participate officially in the
Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition at San
ENCOURAGING TO CHARITY
Francisco was communicated today to
First Charity Visitor How did you
Thomas Nelson Page, United States'
ambassador to Italy. The notification find poor Mrs. Holcomb?
Second Charity visitor Nearly froto the ambassador differs considerably
zen.
from that made to Ira Nelson Morris,
First Charity Visitor Nearly frothe commissioner for the exposition,
zen? I thought St. Andrew's Helping
which was absolutely unconditional.
The note to Ambassador Page con- Hand society sent her a lot of clothes?
Second Charity Visitor It did; and
tains the reserve clause that Italy
could not exercise the friendly act of she had them all on seven peekaboo
participating in the' exposition, if in waists and four slit skirts.
,n.i
the meantime the American immigration bill should be passed with clauses
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
such as that calling for the Carry ihg
New York, Feb. 27. Passing of the
of American health officers on board financial strain at Paris and suspenItalian steamers.
sion of the liquidation from Amsteril.lloV
dam gave the home market a good
NOTICE TO ALL WHOM TT MAY tone
today. Prices moved narrowly
CONCERN
except for a time when the market
Notice Is hereby given to all whom was stimulated
by erroneous reports
It may concern, that, the undersigned that
the Mexican government had rewas on the nineteenth day of Februquested this country to assist in the
ary, A. D, 1914, appointed executrix restoration of peace. Prices bounded
of the last will and testament of Tina
up sharply, but trading grew dull
G. Elston deceased.
when it became known that the reAll persons having claims against
port was not true.
the estate of said deceased must preNorthern Pacific's early heaviness
sent them within the time prescribed was associated with its
January reby law.
port, showing a decrease of $503,000
AGNES J. McKEE,
in net earnings. New Haven declined
Executrix.
2V to 66, within a fraction of its
low record. Bonds were irregular.
A scald, burn, or severe cut heals
Official denial of rumored financing
slowly If neglected. The family that
the Northern Pacific rallied the
by
SNOW
BALLARD'S
a
of
bottle
keeps
LINIMENT on hand is always pre- stock to above yesterday's close. Ampared for such accidents. Price 25c, erican Telephone turned weak and
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen- lost
a, point.
tral Drug Co. Adv.
The market closed strong. Trading
ventures on the long side were en
couraged by new points of strength
among investment issues and special
ties. All of the important stocks
showed gains of a point or more. United States Express soared 12 point.
The last sales were.
74
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar
106i
97
Atchison
165
,
.,
Reading
94
Southern Pacific ex: dlv
Union Pacific
65
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd
k..109
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latest token of friendship in jewelry is in the Friendship Bracelet.
DaintyVsmall and inexpensive.

THE

,.

7cc to $1.23
- $4.00 to $6.00
Gold
Gold Filled
$1.23 to $2.00
In Silver

!

Also Friendship Circles in Brooches and
Scarf Pins. Not just 'fads but attractive
jewelry. Call and see them at

TAUPERT'S
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&DUBINSKEY BROSS. INC. PRESENT

THE MOST POWERFUL STORY EVER STAGED

"THE PRICE

SHE PAI
Th

News-Pre-

Says

ss

Better Than DAVID GRAHAM PHILLIPS Book
More Laughs, More Thrills, More Common Sense
t!lL and the Best Acting In Any Play That Has
Ever Been Staged Here
COMPLETE DUPLICATE IN EVERY PARTICULAR OF
'
THE ORIGINAL NEW YORK PRODUCTION

Spring

.

C"" ;

Special Prices for this Engagement Only

PRICES

$100

75c - 50c

-

Millinery Opening
at the

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Feb. 27 Prospects of large
shipments from Australia and Russa
had a bearish Influence today on
wheat. In addition, many traders

Strass Bonnet Shop
Next Wednesday

--

The public is

'

nose-blowin-

mmvzMit

to attend
1
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BAIN WAGON
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Corn,
Oats,
Pork,
Lard,

3 O

40:

fi

n

KANSAS

7

pigs

$7.508,25.

,

:U

during
Home Journal Pattern
;

Ladies

"

c?

Week

February 23rd to February 28th 1914

,

$8.408.65;

ft--

XT..'

CITY LIVE STOCK

Cattle, .receipts 1,200. Market steady.
Prime fed steers J8.609.35; dressed
beet steers
$7.258.50; western
steers $78.75; southern eteers $6.50
8; cows $4.257.75; heifers $6.75
(y;9; Blockers and feeders $G.257.90;
bulls $67.50; calves $6. 5O01T.
Sheep, receipts 4,000. Market steady.
Lambs $7.307.90; yearlings $S.2r(3)
6.90; wethers $5.40(6; ewes $0

fvr.M

,

Get one of these patterns free

Kansas City, Feb. 27. .Hogs, re
ceipts 5,000. Market steady. Bulk
heavy $8.658.72;
?8.458.T0;
packers and butchers $8.558.70;
llghti,

I,

mwil

Lit

r

V "

S

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

66.
40.

May 6714; July
May
July
May $21.45.
May $10.80; July $10.90.
Ribs, May $11.45; July $11. 5S.

after-effect-

.

were looking for a setback, as the
market for a week has been gradually
advancing without any material reaction. The opening, which was V to
lower, was followed by more pro
nounced weakness. Close 'was steady,
Vs
to
cent net "lower.
Corn sagged under selling by com
mission houses. Offerings from the
and shippers reportcountry were,-(fai- r
ed but litUe.jteprpvement in outside
demand. ;o;Puices;, Started
to
off and continued down grade. The
close was firm at the same as last
night to a shade up.
In the oats crowd action was determined solely by the course
grain. The maritet, nevertnteless,
shoed a good volume of business.
Provisions weakened on account of
the slowness of trade in hogs. First
sales varied from last night's levelj6
5 cents decline and took a
subsequent
additional drop. The closing quota
r;
tions, were as follows:'
, ,
r
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PRELIMINARY

GOOD
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PR.ICES

CLO O K
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Miller returned
tills afternoon from the east, where
they have been, for the past several
months.? Dr. Miller is the physician
in 'charge 'of the Santa Fe hospital.
The basketball team of the New
Mexico university at Alhuquerque arrived In Las Vegas this afternoon
and; will, play the Y. M. C A. learn
this evening at the armory. Those
who came in this afternoon were Jack
La Praik,. Fred Calkins, El Doran,
Ray McCanna, Gordon Gass, Joe
Hugh Carlisle, Frank Shuffle-barger,'- "
Harry Frank, Coach R. F.
Hutchinson, Floyd Lee and P. Lester

iiixiiWiiiUf

v k niAu-- m
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AT THE ARMORY

tion, with its horrors and calamities."
Mr. Mondell
defended President
Taft's policy and pictured Carranza

PATHE

III
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children

(under
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ADULTS
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20c
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TELLS

JOHN W. HARRIS, Pres

GEO. H. HUNKER, Vice Pres
CECILIO ROSEN WALD, Secretary

SIG NAHM, Vice Prcs
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a pathetic and impotent figurehead,
temporarily tolerated by. outlaw chief
tains to cloak! and lend respectability
'
John Condon of Rooiada was a busito their plan, and practices of pillage,
Liberal to its customers yet conservative in its management the
ness visitor here today.
outrage and murder.
P. W. Fisher came In yesterday even1,1 ADE
"While plotting Huerta's downfall,"
ing for a brief stay in Las Vegas.
he said, "we are holding in American
Frank Pertel, of Pueblo, Colo., was
territory and providing for hundreds
N. M.
a, .commercial visitor here today.
GIVES UNIVERSITY
of Mexican women and children
STRUCKMAN
':
..
tn...
A. L. "White of Detroit, Mich., was a
we dare not take the responsiCLUB INTERESTING ADDRESS
'
rtW' w i
r'
,
'V
,v
(yi'.
In
Las Vegas today
business visitor
LAST NIGHT ,
Acbility of turning them over to the
4
cent
We
on
Savings
or
either
account
Savings.
per
Commercial
Invites
pay
your
J. A. Riehl of Albuquerque was a
lust and savagery of the very forces
counts, on Checking Accounts 2 per cent
business visitor In Las Vegas today,
we are arming and encouraging
Ben Struck man, the representative
'
John McNierney of Rociada came In Lee.
of the Pathe Weekly Motion Picture
against Huerta."
last night for a short business visit
company, gave a talk to the members
C. J. Wall, a traveling man of DenBIG ATHLETIC
MEET IN DENVER of the University club last night at
ver, was a business visitor here to-aA on the. general topic tie visit at home. Mark has been soDenver, Col., Feb. 27. By long odds the Y. M.
TEXAS WILL PROTECT
.ho greatest athletic representation of motion pictures. O. C. Zingg, who journing in the higher atmosphere for
J. E. Hanson of Albuquerque was
ever assembled in this crty will be was on the program, will take the about a month and finds it Is time to
Pure Aluminum Per
a business visitor in Las Vegas toUNITED STATES ARMY sen in action tomorrow night, the lead a week from Tuesday night, the get down to a lower altitude. He
colator wita ebony finished
occasion h3ing the annual Indoor regular meeting time of the club.
day.
says, also, that It is time for the box
handle.
R. J. Shultz of Trinidad came in
Mr. Struckman talked interestingly, ing game to open up in Albuquerque
track and field championships cf the
OF YtHVy Mountain etliletio conf'irmce.
SLAYDEN
Cc each or 50c dozen for
last night for a brief business visit REPRESENTATIVE
particularly of his experiences in get and to the end of opening, has arAluminum Jelly Molds.
THAT STATE WAXES SO Mi
here.
Star performers from half a dozen ting pieces of historical news for the ranged a classy program of bouts for
4c each for 10c Glass Perco-to- r
Mrs. A. H. West came in this afterWHAT. SARCASTIC
states will compete In the various Pathe Weekly. He has filmed such about the sixth of March la Elks'
Taft and theater. If his present program is
noon from Levy for a few days' stay
Tops.
eventa that make up the program. great men as
Thermos
11.00 for Icy-H' '? Washington, Feb.
here.
For the running races, which are to Roosevelt, Secretary of State Bryan carired but, Levy will give one of the
a
of
took
Bottles.
3. H. Kelley of Watrous came in
Texas,
cabinet.
He
democrat;'
of
a
the meet,
be a leading feature
Slavden.
and the entire
most interesting cards we have had In
255 for 35c Garden Rakes
this afternoon for a few days business member of the military affairs com permanent track has been built in running "flash" of John D. Rocke-- these parts for some time, and he
and Hoes.
pniiAr whfln it was said that such a seems
visit.
at
nts
material
sure
mittee, assured the house today that the city auditorium.
of
quite
68c for 85a Spading Forbs.
W. W. Tipton of Watrous came in should General Villa attempt to In
feat was. impossible. When the Twen this writing.
In
visit
13.95 for $5.00 Coupled Gar01
wrecked
WILSON FEEDS TAFT
last night for a short business
tieth Century Express, was.
vade the United States the state
In the meantime Mark ha9 arranged
a
took
the
den
to
"panStruckman
Mr..
York
New
27.
Pres
hose, guaranteed
In Las Vegas.
undertaken
Feb.
Fonner
protect
Washington.
Texas would
to give the Santa Fe 'fight fans a little
50 feet.
J. B. Washburn, a well known man federal government and Its army. Mr. ident Taff took luncheon at the White pram" of it, only, however, after, being show next week, when he will match
f 1.50 for $1.50 Wizard Mop
"shooed" away not less than 20 times
of Wagon Mound, came in last night Slayden wasreplylmg in sarcastic vein House today with President Wilson,
Young Rivers with some of his club
secur
and a $1.00 one quart Wiza
state
company
When
competing
MloKellar's
for a short business trip.
ma
new
some
to Representative
pupils, and will present
film
the
to
ard Oil.
attor
to
district
rolilB.
and
consMnat.1nna
headache
ed the exclusive right
Charles W. G. Ward,
ment that the army was inadequte
terial which he has discovered in Sanre
and
are
afflictions
common
M. He
three
Struckman
'
N.
series
for a $1.50 all white
.$1.15
baseball
world's
Is
in
Faywood
Springs,
ney,
ta Fe.
perform its functions.
lieving the constipation
helps the took a position two- blocks away from
enameled Combinette with
resolution
will return home tomorrow.
Al
Ainey's
should
that
Representative
Smauldlng
cold and stops the headache. Use
Levy says
ball and lid.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Hutchinson of calling on President Wilson for in Foley Cathartic Tablets because they the Polo grounds In New York and have won a decision in his fight with
im
took
this
SATURDAY AND MONDAY
PREMIUM CHECKS
ONLY.
FOR
"Denver, Colo., came in last night tor formation regarding the safety of for- are very prompt and tnorougniy with his telephoto lense
Jack Herrick in Silver City yesterday,
no
.
WITH
and
the
had
CASH
with
compli
ALL
SALES.
unpleasseries
absolutely
cleansing,
with
portant
friends.,
a short visit
nismers in Mexico was considered today ant
and although the newspaper decision
effects. A whole bottle full for
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Durham left last without action by the house foreign 25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross ment! paid him of the competing com overruled the draw given by the re-TiYpaApany buying the Pathe film instead feeree. Levy says it is plain to see
committee. Administration Drug Store. Adv.
night for Faywood Hot Springs,, N. affairs
of the one it made
TV1
right on the that the colored boy bad .all the nest
where they will remain for a snort Riinnorters took the position that it
This
hustling, versatile chap of the bout.
time.
Republican interest in the state pri- ground.
would be better to report the resolu
Smaulding is expected In
Roosevelt
"beared"
the
also
with
In
Dakota
to
South
connected
held
be
maries
house
H. L. Shipman,
the
tion and hurry it
tonight or tomorrow erica. It is expected that several im the championship cup for the annual
Albuquerque
in
Santa Fe Railway company at Raton, with as little debate as possible than next month is to center principally right at his home and succeeded
is planning to portant amendments to the constitu track and field meeting, scoring fiv
and
Levy
morning
s
was a business visitor in Las Vegas have it called up over the committee's in the contest for the United States taking 500. feel;, or half a reel, of Mr. match him for his March program tion and
of the association for first, four for second, three for
senatorship between Senator Coe I. Roosevelt in the rounds of his home here.
will bo adopted with a view to in- third, two for fourth, and one for
today.
protest with protracted debate.
life up at Sagamore Hill.
E. M. Hisjenbaugh came in yesterMr. Ainev told the committee Uiai Crawford and Congressmai Charles
creasing the desire for participation fifth places, a total of 15 points for
wiipn th government wanted a
short
a
H.
for
Burke.
Ocate
to
from
threatened
in competition and encouraging keen each event instead of 11 points five.
day evening
... PLAN CHANGE IN RULES
man to take war maneuver
good
TiiiBinesa visit. He is a well known
interna
in
er interest and enthusiasm for atu three, two and one, which has been
States
involve the United
New York, Feb. 27. More than or
scenes Pathe sent Struckman. The
BUYING TO SAVE MONEY
resident of Ocate.'
the method since 1898.
letics among college students.
tional complication "because of the
Buvine Foley's Honey and Tar Com speaker went into the details of the dinary interest is manifested in the
P. L. Conklln, representative of the lack of a definite policy in Mexico."
of
the
proposmost
a
The
Important
saves
to
Just
because
held
the
in
be
city
pound
money
making of a motion picture film from annual meeting
Red Win? Shoe company of Minnea
a
In a speech attacking the pension few doses stops the cough and cold the
the projecting, tomorrow by the Intercollegiate As- ed changes is the euggestion to add
to
at
photograpltiug
e
visitor
a
business
as
a
time.
Minn.,
It
lasts
Represen-talvone
polis.
and
bottle
Subscrihe for The opttc.
long
in
government,
the
event
each
of
Amawarding
in
fifth
of
policy
place
raw and Inflamed sur- lii fact, many of the mysteries of this sociation of Amateur Athletics
heals
quickly
warned
the local stores today.
of
Texas,
Dies, democrat,
throat, harsh, fascinating industry were explained
faces, stops tickling
E. V. Vaught, representative for the
Mexican intervention.
against
croup, hoarseness, with a clearness by Mr. Struckman
coughs,
rasping
Burroughs Adding Machine company,
If there is anything that ought 10 bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G. that won for him the hearty thanks
:ame in last night from Albuquerque make a
prudent man pause in this Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
and appreciation of every member
for a short business visit
it is thought of xne Adv.
situation,
Mexican
1V.3n.1of
present.
V.
E.
Hart
W C. Dotherson and
he said. "When you
It was planned last night to give a
Congressman W. S. Hammohd, the
Snrines. Colo., arrived in pensions,"American flag in Mexico it
the
on March 31 when a distin
dinner
representativaf'from
democratiq
vis.
only
Las Vegas last night and will be
will stay there until the doomsday
his
is
by1'
physician of New York city
urged
being
Minnesota,
guished
next
few
the
days.
itors here for
book ia opened. There will be no friends to enter the race for" the will give the principal address.
A. M. McCready, mechanical super
to
Cubanlzing of Mexico; it will have
Those present were Rev. John I
democratic nomination for governor
intendent for the western lines of the
of
this
states
sister
into
divided
- Imhof, B. T. Reed, Judge E. V.Xong,
up
be
EbGovernor
succeed
etate
his
of
to
Santa Fe Railway company, was a union, for it is continguous territory."
Earle Showalter. Oscar Linberg, Jef
erhart
I
business visitor here today. He lives
f
Representative Mondell, republican,
ferson Raynolds, Louis C. Taylor, Rev.
5 j At 6
"A
lit Raton.
on
attack
a
in
vigorous
The senatorial contest between Con E. C. Anderson, Ben Struckman and
took of Wyoming,
N. W. Earl, who .recently
the! Mexican (policy, In the house, pre gressmen Underwood and Hohson,
Secretary LeNolr.
in
came
Porvenlr
J,
charge of El
dicted that in the event of the constt which has kept Alabama in a political
last night and left todayfor Shattuck, tutionalists
Huerta, turmoil for eeveral
overthrowing
months, will he
OlrlnJmmn. where he was called on
would follow a "reign of rape settled la the state primaries ear
there
account of the Illness of relatives.
Dlunder and murder in
onrf rnnine:
TONIGHT'S
..:
April.
James A. French, state engineer for
all Mexico.
cover
would
that
New Mexico, accompanied by J. W.
The representative said the cold
!
FOI GHAOfflSBIS
Johnson, also connected with the en blooded murder or barbarous assassi-nationA southern woman suffrage con
In
last
came
Rineerine department,
held
to
in
is
be
to
ference
Birmingham
J
whichever it may prove
night from Santa Fe r a short bus! have
of the ranchman Benton, next month in conjunction with the
been,
f
M. C.
this
KEW,JWEX1CMJVER
ss visit. They left for Watrouu
at Juarez, has served to throw a sinis executive, poarfl mooting or ijv jmuc
'DftAW- Wilt
tdflTEST3
SITY
It
;
Mayor
morning, accompaniea by
ter liht on the character of the con tlonal Equal Suffrage Association.
A BIG CROWD
J. Taupert,
stitutionallst commander of the north,
but neither
surprise nor revelation
The progressive party in Maine
The Y. M. C A. expects the largest
to those who have been following de plans to name a complete state ticket audience ever seen at a basketball
j
velopments in northern o Mexico. It at the next convention which has been game at the armory this evening when
Required
Only Two
relief the called to meet
serves to thrpw(t-rton March its champion" flVe meeta thr team
simply
.1
; i
,i i
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of cnaraoier 01 me iupuu
24.
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
from the New Mexico University of
JUL
and. outlawry which are the backwash
...
,.,,.
This Jelly Roll is fast becoming very'
Albuquerque...,
of
'the Madero revolution, utterly de
The advance ticket sale for the
popular on account of the way it keep!
fresh. With proper handling it should void of all humanitarian and patriotic
game has been large, while the ' in
keep fresh a whole week, providing it instincts that inspired .'that unfortunterest in the contest is strong. The
Isn't eaten up in the meantime, for it is ate man.
doors of the armory will be open at
33
every bit as good aa it looks.
Mr. Mondell said he credited the
1
7:30 o'clock for spectators, and the
-- i
best intentions to President Wilson
ItVib
crowd doubtless ..will gather early in
an '"'Secretary Bryan, jf'but good
"
order to obtain seats.
canhot save us from disaster '1
Manufacturer of
The local team is In the best poswhich amateurs,' theorists, dreamers
sible condition for th game. Physical
acting on impulse when not on preju
Director A. E. Io Marala is certain
News-Pres- s
HAND
dice, are likely to bring on us." J ;
that his team will win and ia in. a po'WhenVwe coutpare," .Mr, Mondell
sition to, .tophus he, directs, all prac
KC Jelly Roll
concluded, "the policy of retreat in
i
tices. The Y, M. C. A. claims the
' One
PI
r I s I 1
cup sifted flour scant half
-- aaChina, of aimless vaccination in Mex
Univerand
the
state
championship,
M.
.
s
salt ; S level teaspoonfuls K C ico, meddling in the West Indies iand
KM
I
iiIJi
to
title.
the
take
anxious
sity is
Baking Powder; grated rind of 1
with
America
Central
in
lemon 1 S eggs beaten light; 1 cup sugar; entanglement
r
The Albuquerqueans arrived in Las
More Lsvughs, More
cup hot milhi glass of jelly pow the administration's plan of scoot and
afternoon confident of a
this
ReVegas
iiered sugar.
scuttle in the Philippines, where we
victory this evening. They are a
' Beat the
sugar into the eggs; add the have real interests and great respon
husky bunch of basket tessera and are
lemon rind, then the flour, sifted three
we have a picture of external
sibility,
expected to play a strong game
times with the salt and baking powder;
and, lastly, the milk. Bake in a but- affairs calculated to make tools
against the locals.
tered dripping pan; turn out on a damp laugh and men grieve."
The officials have not been selected,
cloth, trim off the crisp edges; spread
CARD SEWED SOLES 1.0
criticised the presiMr. Mondell
will be the best obtainable, as
but
with jelly and turn over and over into
'.on
'
a roll w'.ule still warm. Dredge the top dent's removal of the embargo
this game means the championship of
ele
fixed
SuLES
the
with powdered sugar.
LAi'ifl SEiiEQ
only
arms, and declared
the state for the team winning the
Ilot milk used in the jelly roll en- ments In the administration's attitude
contest. ,
v
AK3 EEELS - $1.25
ables it to be rolled without "danger of "are the continued evidence of per:
The lineup for the Y. M. C. A. 1b
crackiug. Have the milk scalding hot, sonal tntipathy toward the individual
John
RobWebb,
center;
follows:
as
also be careful to have the eggs and
head of the only government
ert Hart and Prentice White,
sugar beaten together nntil very light at the
standing
Had creamy. Bake in a moderate oven. in Mexico which has any
Harold Stewart and Frank Win523 2 6ih St
or that makes any
K C Jelly Roll is illustrated o page among the nations,
guards.
ters,
thirty-tw- o
of the new and handsomely pretense of protecting life and propOpposite Peoples Bank and
illustrated
K C Cook's Book, erty or of conducting warfare in a
TIME TO AWAKEN
which may be secured free by sending civilized manner."
N. M., Feb. 27. Mark
Co
Trust
the certificate packed in svery
Albuquerque.
"Lack of policy," tie: declared,
can of K C Baking Powder to the
from
Santa Fe for a lit- back
is
Levy
"soon will compel armed Intervea- - t
Ji2U3 Mg, Co,, Chicago, HI.
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CAPITAL PAID IN

Now York, Feb. 27. In response to
issued jointly by the American
.Association for Labor Legislation and
tiie American Section of the Inter
national Association on Unemploy
ment a conference on unemployment
fcisembled in this city today and will
continue its sessions over tomorrow.
The conference is a direct result of
the recent reports from many parts of
tie United States and, Canada to the
t ffect that the situation
in regards to
iLo unemployed, ia very acute and
that the immediate prospects of a
ihauge are noC bright.
Announcement of the conference
hots forth its purpose aa "to coordinate the efforts made to combat
and Its consequences, to
organize studies, to give information
to the public and to take the initiative
3a
shaping Improved legislation and
administration and, practical action in
times of urgent need."
The program for the conference
calls for a mass meeting ia Cooper
Union tonight and two 'business sessions tomorrow for the discussion of
Vlans for immediate action In the
various states and provinces where
need for such action Is most urgent.
Mayor John P. Mitchel has accepted
an invitation Jx preside at tomorrows
sessions.
The attendance at the conference Js
made up of official representatives of
numerous states and provinces and

u call

t

Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,
3. M.

'

-
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'i

ID. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash.

-

-

Office with the San Mijjuel National'Dank

1

-

fOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

.President

I

Treasurer

Interest Padd On Deposits

53
delegates appointed by the mayors of
many of the leading Industrial cities
of the United States and Canada.
Among the delegates are many prominent representatives of organized labor and heads of commercial and in
dustrial bodies.
The American, Association for Labor) Legislation, one of the two bodies
which took the Initiative In calling
the conference, was formed two years
ago for the purpose, of studying industrial conditions and acting in an

advisory capacity in shaping national
and state legislation affecting tha interests of the working classes. Included in its membership are the leadf
ing officials of the department
labor at Washington and the labor
commissioners of the different states.
jThe International Association! on
Unemployment, as Its name implies,
is International In Its scope, with
Leon Bourgeois, formerly president of
the French council of ministers at
its head. Charles R. Crane, chairman
C--

ADVER

Y

com-

M.

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in
each month, visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Ouy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Petten, Secretary.

OPTIC

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Nft
102 Meets every Monday night )
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenie af
S o'clock.
Visiting members are te
J. C. Werta, Pre
dially welcome.
dent; J. T, Buhler, Secretary; G. &
Baily, Treasurer.

'

Meets first and third Tue
day evenings each month at Wood-mehall. Visiting brothers cordial
to attend, C. N. Douglaa,
invited
ly
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretarj,

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg-,- Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
faes- "Jjiilar conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
in each mentt at Ka-day
All
lines
advertisements charged
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chaa Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Viee President

;

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

fe'd

030,000.00

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

CHAPMAN

COLUM

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
A.

RATES

HAYDON-

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
TUB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLCT

tini

LAS VJSOYSS
UStTISRISSI" PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

G.

"

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. !, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- . vocation
first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: SO . m. p. No.
A.. 'RrfnAfMLT tr la ,. w n No.
KJ,
Ow,
No.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE iun
4. Meets every Mondav
evening ot
NUMBER, MAIN ft.
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting No.
brethren cordially Invited to attend. No.
J. Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No.
weriz, 'iTeasurer;
V. Heagcock,
Two housekeeping rooms.
Kmeiery Trustee.

of the Chicago commission on the unSssId
employed, is president of the American section and among the other officers are Henry S. Dennison of Bos FOR RENT
ton, Charles P. NelU former commis
Inquire 414 Seventh street
sioner of the federal bureau of labor
B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
and John Mitchell, former president BABY CHICKS,
Rhode
Island
Reds
rourtn Tuesday evenina of each
of the) United Mine Workers of Amerand Barred Rocks. Safe delivery month Elks' home on
Ninth street and
ica.
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os Douglas avenue. Vlsltine broths
age City, Kansas.
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
muis, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R
; f
Subscribe for The Optio.
Secretary.
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R. KNIGHTS AND
LADIES OF SECUR-- r
I. strong
cockerels. O,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. Wesner.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth
street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
THOROUGHBRED
White Leghorn month at 8 m.
p.
Visiting Knights and
eggs for hatching, ?l and $1.50 per Ladies
welcome.
O. L. Fiers-man- ,
always
15. T. C. Lipsett, 1026 Fifth street,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
LOST Gold watch with initial "P
also gold pin with ruby set. Return
to Optic. Reward.
L. O. p. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth
Thursday evening each
MONUMENT CO month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Albuquerque, N. M.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Llm Secretary
215 E. Central
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
23 Years Practical Experience.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tne
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
day of the month In the vestry roomi
uf
Monteflore at 8 o'clock I
Profesional Health Culture for Ladies m. Temple
brothers are cordially in
Visiting
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Chaflei
ueneral Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mank Greenclay, Secretary.
cure, Chiropody.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Steam Laundry Building
Meet la the Forest of Brotherly
Phone Vegas 123
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each
month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
ATTOKNEY8
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
HUNKER A HUNKER
Montague, Local Deputy.
Visiting
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hankei members are especially welcooe and
Attorneye-at-Lacordially Invited.
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This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

.0 GET

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
Ieam how Much
BeKer EMPRESS

)

i

PRACTICALLY

you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And wo will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:
$7.50-I- f
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Vegas.

FLOUR rtalb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
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SPOON
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GENUINE WM.
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OF THE INTERIOR
United States Land Office
Tueumcart, N. M.. Jairaary 22. 1914.
NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN: That
he State of New Mexico, under and
oy virtue of the act of Congress approved June 20, 1910, hereby makes

I

.

.1

r

tamed in uiu cny irora

ALL GROCERS

....... ..f0
.......
..........

lbs., or More, Each Dalvery
par 151
M..M.25o par Itt Ika.
Iba, to 2,000 Iba, Each Dalivary
1 laa,
MMS0o par
Iba, to 1,009 Iba, Each Mlvtrj
Iba, to 200 Iba, Each Palivary .M.v.:....MM40o per 1C1 Ik4
Lata than 69 Iba, Esch Wllvary .M.w.M.MMSfo par 1S3 fJt

2,000
1,000
200
60

AGUA PUBA COMPANY

tppllcatlon for the within described
unappropriated, unreserved, and non- mineral public? htndsi for the benefit
3t the University. Said lands being
ltuated in the County of San Miguel.
State of New Mexico, and more par-acularly described as follows,
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The Woman's Home Companion
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(STERLING) FINISH

NewMext.

KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. S04w Meeta second and
F. B. HUXMANN
fourth Thursday to o. R. C.hall,
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 111 G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
East Las Vegas, Nov Mexico
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A CAR SHORTAGE

o

THE WEST
IN

Topeka, Kas Feb. 27 Traffic men
in Topeka railway circles are hearing
rumors of a warning that all the big
railroads are face to face with a
freight car shortaga The impending
crisis is magnified by the fact that
even were the railroads financially
able to purchase equipment at this
time the car makers would be unabi'j
to begin deliveries for two mouth at
least.
If the; revival of business continues
at the pace set since the first of the
year, Topeka railroad officials figured
today, transportation of freight inoy
be demoralized within 60 days. At
this time many of the leading carriers
are listing their requirements, but
with few exceptions are iot placing
orders for new equipment because of
the financial conditions which exist
among virtually all of the carriers of
the country.
In view of the conditions which
have; existed! for the last year it is re
ported that the car makers have not
supplied themselves with any surpluses of material, ,and consequently,
before the makers' could begin the
manufacture of cars they would have
top lace their own orders with the;
specialty makers before the work of
assembling could begin.
The delay accounts for the two
months which would elapse before the
railroads would begin to secure their
equipment if ordered at this time. A
longer delay would doubtless be encountered if the steel mills continue
to receive orders at the present booking rate.

mm

No case of poisoned blood
ever ciireif
until the last destructive germ ha been
And
ollminated from the system.
tl only
remedy that is assimilated In the tissues
and stimulates cellular activity to overcome harmful serins is the famous bloodi

purl tier, S. 8. S.
Tilt Skin 1 Isut a fine network of tiny
blood vessel, and the npeclflc action of
S. 8. S. is declared by eminent authorities
to be a pronounced stimulation of the activity ol these cells.
The reason for this Is In the peculiar
action of 8. 8. S. which enables the cells
in the ekin to select from the blood the
nutriment It requires for regeneration.
Not oDly this, but if from the presence
of some disturbing poison there is a local
or general interference of nutrition to cause
abscesses
and kidney
bolls, carbuncles,
troubles S. H. S. so directs the local cells
that the poison is rejected and eliminated
from their presence.
This fact has been demonstrated year In
and year out In a wonderful number of
cases of severe skin eruption that had
seemed to be incurable.
Yon can obtain S. 8. S. at any well
stocked drug store, if you Insist upon It,
but be sure you are not talked into something "just as good."
N.
s. is prepared ny tne switt Rpcerac
Co.. 215 Swift Bids.. Atlanta, Ga.
Write for. their illustrated book on skin
diseases.

tically the same roads show losses of
3.1 and 6.1 per cent, respectively, for
the first week in January and December. Railroad traffic In the west and
southwest continues to show evidence
of improvement, for while some lines,
among them the Colorado & Southern,
Denver & Rio Grande, Minneapolis &
St. Louis and Missouri Pacific, still
make smaller returns than a year ago,
the contraction is in part offset by
the gains, which appear on Missouri,
Kansas & Texas, Texas & Pacific and
some other systems. Similar conditions apparently prevail in the south,
Decline
on
Earnings
makthere being decreases on Chesapeake
Gross earnings of the railroads
& Ohio, Louisville & Nashville, and
to
Dun's
returns
ing regular weekly
fallSeaboard Air Line, and gains oh the
Review continue to exhibit some
Southern and one or two other
for
total
the
a
ing off from year ago,
all United States roads reporting to
date for the first week in February
New Service on Santa Fe
amounting to $8,179,000, a decrease
of the Santa Fe announced
Officials
as compared with the corresponding
- in
Praccent.
3.3
today that through transTopeka
of
per
last
week
year

...
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Face and Neck Covered with PimItchples. Nearly Crazy With
Cuticura
and
Burning.
Soap
ing
and Ointment Cured.

GuU-Pacifi-

,

JUST

p

post-car-

University reached its 150th anniversary today, having been incorporated
February 27, 1764. The institution
wag incorporated as Rhode Island
College and continued its existence
under that name until 1804;, when the
name was changed to Brown Univer
sity in recognition or the liberal benefactions received from Nicholas
Brown of this city. Plans are now
being made for an elaborate celebration of the 150th anniversary to take
place next October. Four hundred of
the leading universities of the world
will be invited to send representatives
to the celebration.

Gas in the stomacTi or bowels is a
symptom of a torpid
disagreeable
fig
liver. To get rid of it quickly take
HERBINE.
It is a marvelous liver
BROWN 150 YEARS OLD
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
Co. Adv.
Providence, R. I., Feb. 27 Brown 50c. Sold by Central Drug
syrup.r-Ad- v.

y

j

ONE SOLID RASH

" I started to get great
Lindsay, Mont.
big blotches round my neck and I did not
think very much about it at first, but they
commenced getting worse all the time and
such an intense Itching, it never gave me a
minute's rest. The pimples were red and
would swell. From itching, and scratching
them so it caused them to spread; there
would be sores from scratching them bo
Intensely. My face and neck wore covered
with pimples. It looked as if my whole
face was in one solid rash or sore, and I was
nearly crazy with Itching and burning. At
night they would be very bad so I hardly
could sleep. My face was, I must say. In
A HAPPY CHILD IN
one raw sore. I nearly gave up all hopes of
ever getting like myself.
VI bought a few bottles of some good blood
A FEW HOURS medicine but without help. My poor face
did not get any better. I had heard so much
bout Cuticura Soap and Ointment I
thought I would try them. So I bought one
IF CROSS!, FEVERISH, CONSTIPATcake of Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuticura Ointment and started to use them and
ED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA SYRUP
followed the directions as closely as I could.
OF FIGS'
To my surprise only a few applications
stopped the itching and scratching and in
Mothers can rest easy after giving a couple of weeks' time my face was nearly
"California Syrup of Figs," because well. I kept on using the Cuticura Soap
and Ointment and In two months' time I
In a few hours all the clogged-uwas completely cured."
(Slgnod) Mrs.
waste, sour bile and fermenting food Oust Nelson, Dec 4, 1912.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cut icura Ointment
gently moves out of the bowels, and you
60c. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
have a well, playful child again. Chil- each
Skin Book. Admailed free, with 32-dren simply will not take the time dress
d
"Cuticura, Dept. T.Boston."
M"Men who shave and shampoo with Cufrom pia to empty their bowels, and
liver gets ticura Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.

they become tightly packed,
sluggish and stomach disordered.
When cross, feverish, restless, see
if tongue is coated, then give this
delicious "fruit laxative." Children
love it, and It cannot cause injury. No
difference what ails your little one
if full of cold, or a sore throat, diar
rhoea, stomachache, bad breath, re
member, a gentle "inside cleansing
should always be the first treatment
given. Full directions for babies, chilare
dren of all ages and grown-up- a
on
bottle.
each
printed
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
bottle
Ask; your druggist for a
thee
of
"California
Figs,"
of
Syrup
look carefully and sea that It '.a made
by the "California Fig Syrup ComWe make no smaller Ate.
pany."
Hand back with contempt any other
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for Indigestion, Dyspepsia and ail
are, we honestly believe, the best remedy made Ills
other Stomach
We Know

They're Good

Eexall Dyspepsia Tablets, in addition
Pepsin and
Bismuth, two great digestive aids used by
the entire medical profession. They
soothe the inflamed stomach, cheek the

to other ingredients, contain

heartburn and distress, stimulate a
healthy secretion of the gastric juice,
aid in rapid and comfortable digestion
of the food and help to quickly convert
it into rich red blood, and thereby into
They relieve
flesh, bone and muscle.
stomach distress promptly, and, used
-,
regularly for a short time, tend to restore the stomach to a comfortable,
healthy state. They aid
greatly to promote regular bowel action.
easy-actin-

Sold only at the more

tha-- i

7.000 Rexall

Dslays Are Dangerous
freDon't neglect indigestion, for it com-

quently leads to all sorts of ills and
discomfort is
plications. The pain and
not the most unfortunate part. The fact
that when the stomach is not acting
the
right, the material needed to repair
wastes that are constantly taking place
in the body is not being given to the blood
either in the proper condition or last
ISot nng
enough is far more serious.
will cause more trouble than an unhealthy
stomach. The blues, debility, lack of
bilstrength and energy, constipation,
iousness, headaches and scores of other
serious ailments result from the failure
of the stomach to properly do its work.

Wor.d', Greatest Drug Stores.

Stores-t- ho

o

Corner 6lh and Douglas Sircefs

MM

M Jfey
Ko

You

Our willingness to have you use Rexall
Dyspepsia Tablets entirely at our risk
proves our faith in them. We always
sell them this way, and it is because
we know that they have greatly ben-

to whom
efited scores of sufferers
There's no red
we have sold them.
tape about our guarantee. It means
We'll ask you no
just what itYousays.
needn't sign anything.
questions.
Your word is enough for us. We know
that when they help you you will consider it money well spent even if they
had cost you ten times as much. If they
don't help you, the money you paid for
thein is yours, and we want you to have it.
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SOLE FACE

Used

EXPECTED IN

BUILDERS ARE FAR BEHIND
ORDERS FOR EQUIPMENT
THIS YEAR

continental freight service will be inTil 0 C
rn
augurated over the Lubbock-Texlccutoff by way of Coleman, Tex., beErcpilcns tween Galveston and the Pacific
ccast; beginning JViareh 1. The ne-No Reason Why Anyone Should Suffer service will be almost 24 hours short' Such
Disheartening Experience.
er than the present running schedule
of Santa Fe freights between Galveston and thei Pacific coast, and the
route will be the shortest haul between the Texas gulf coast and Pacific coast points-The cutoff, .which was completed
about two months ago, will enable the
Santa Fe to compete directly with the
Southern Pacific, which up tx this
c
time bad the advantage in the
the
is
stated
It
that
trade.
.
Santa Fe la .planning to inaugurate
through passenger service from the
Texas' coast to California points over
the cutoff within 15 days.
19
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Light automobile lamps
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But Prices
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Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

are no Higher

1914.

ill

MUTUAL MOVIES
"THE RETURN

1

REDMOND," Two-ree- l
feature
Drama.
GUSHER,"
Keystone Comedy.

-

American

'

i

,

Adv.

1.90

X

w
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OF HELEN

"THE

1

I III

BRIDGE STREET

Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

S3.50

By the box
By the Half box
By the Dozen
Tangerines Y

25,

AT THE
o'clock this evening.

fen

FEBRUARY

PR.OGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

Or 01UNGE!

WEDNESDAY,

It's a better car sold at a
lower price.

Under all cond-

Trees pruned see ThornhlU, Prun
The body of Clyde Smith, who died movement being on his own volition
every country the
i
ing trees and fixing gardens. Phone at the Santa Fe hospital yesterday and costing him considerable money,
Ford has proven itself
one
Purple 5352. Adv. ,,.
morning, will be sent to Kansas City will be appreciated by the boosters'
15c
this evening by J. C. Johnsen & Son. brigade.
car
will meet every
Finch'g Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged It will be accompanied by the father,
in wood. Direct from the distillery to Samuel Smith.
And in
and after costs
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv,
11UTUAL INSTALLS A
saves money for its owner.
Recent heavy storm in California have greatly
The Santa Fe trains that have been
Lost
A
gold watch, a chain and
the fruit on the trees. Prices will likely be much higher
delayed on thei coast on account of
$615 is the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
NEW I100EL MACHINE
pin and a gold bracelet. Finder re floods are slowly coming back to their
turn to The Optic office and receive
complete with equipment. Get catalog and par-- "
regular schedules. The delayed trains
ticulars from
reward. Adv. V
passed through Las Vegas yesterday
and although several of the trains WEST SIDE PICTURE THEATER'
At a meeting of thei Elks' lodge from the south were late in
PURCHASES LATEST TYPE
arriving
LAS VEGAS FOHO SALES GO.
last night two new members were in here
PROJECTOR
todaly, they are expected to be
itiated into the order. They are in on time tomorrow.
Phone Vegas 424
Francis E. Kelly and A. H. Mitts.
Manager Howard Slmpkins of the
Ben Struokman, the operator for Mutual theater has installed there a
new projecting machine that he de
D. H. Taichert, brother of Joseph
the Pathe Weekly In this part of the
Taichert, has entered the employ of southwest, arrived this afternoon on Clares Is the beet in New Mexico. The
the firm of Bacharach Brothers as a train No. 1. Mr. Struckman will take machine is capable of throwing pic
tures at any distance, fand lis so ar
clerk in the gentleman's clothing de- views at the
Forsythe ranch and the
partment. ' .;(i. Hot Springs tomorrow. All the mem ranged that It can be made" to focus
bers of both the boys' classes at the automatically. It will throw a picture
The work whidh is being done at Y. M.
a distance of a few feet and make it
i
C A. are asked to be at the as
the city Hiall in the fire station is not association tomorrow
clear as though it were the proper
as It
afternoon,
under the supervision of the fire de- is desired to have them' rehearse for distance from the screen. It will work
MOST
YOUR MONEY
partment, but is being done by the
to be made by Mr. Struck equally as well for long distances. The
picture
city. It was announced yesterday that man later this week.'
machine i3 propelled by an electric
the work is being done by the fire
motor and can be. repaired while in
AIndian Reservations-Lar- ge
Direct
action should anything go wrong. It
MRS. 'POTTER DEAD
is fireproof, feeing equipped with an
o'cloc'k.
ll
3:20
at
patterns-aafternoon
colorings
Yesterday
It. A. Shearer of Mineral Hill this Mrs.
automatic
shutter or curtain which
Lucy R. Potter, wife of C. E. Pot--;
,
prices.
morning applied at the court house ter, died following an illness of only immediately cuts tha film off from
Fan of Malm
Phonm Malniil
for $14 as bounty upon four coyotes a
few days. Mrs. Potter was 39 years connection with the tmtside should it
and three wild cats. Tony Leak ap- of
fire.
catch
The
films
are
rolled
of
into
age and had been a resident
plied for $2 as bounty upon one wild Las Vegas for the past year and a fireproof boxes, which would prevent
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of
cat. Mr. Leak also resides at Mina blaze spreading. The machine is of
halt
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
eral Hill.
Mrs. Potter Was a native of Wiscon- the Simplex type and is an exvensive
sin and was born in Waterloo. Later piece of mechanism.
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
mJack Mitchell, who has been em- she moved to Milwaukee, where she
ployed by the firm of Graaf &
TO LAUNCH GIANT STEAMSHIP
was married to Mr. Potter, Besides
for the past year as head of her husband she is survived by a son,
Londonj, Feb. 25. An ocean steamthe meat department, has resigned Carlisle Potter, aged 16, a daughter, ship that will rank among the largest
and will leave tomorrow night for Mildred Potter, aged 15, and a num- and most luxurious vessels in the
Ohanute, Kas., where he will locate. ber of sisters and brothers residing world is scheduled to be launched toMr. Mitchell is one of the most promorrow at Messrs. Harland and
in Wisconsin.
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
gressive butchers and cutters ever
Mr. Potter has been In charge of Wolffs' shipyards at Belfast. The vesemployed Wy the Graaf & Hay ward the Crystal Creamery company during sel will be christened Britannic. She
Now is
to
company.
his residence here and Mrs. Potter is being built for the White Star line,
which
means that to a large extent
had been employed, in the office of
This morning about 9 : 30 o'clock the thi3 company up tg the time of her she is a product of American enterj"
big grey fire team created a small illness.
, ,
prise. The line flies the British flag
'
'.H
sensation when it started out on a
Accompanied by Mr. Potter and the and is managed by American capital
runaway jaunt with the big water two children the body will be sent to ists. The new steamship will be an
wagon. The team was standing on Milwaukee this evening, where burial answer to the Cunard line, which is
a goodlbaker. Qlt is"a
the corner of Lincoln and Railroad will occur. The body was prepared about to put out the mammoth
a
avenues when it Became frigntenea for its
to stand for British supremacy
And
instinct,
every
journey " by J, C. Johnsen &
and started west on Lincoln avenue Son.
on the seas.
'
womanj can bake well if
:
at breakneck speed. Luckily the
The Britannic is commonly spoken
she will use our flour. It
water wagon was not overturned and
of as a sister ship of the Olympic
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
is so skillfully blended, so
'in
the team was stopped near Twelfth
Notice Is hereby given that he tax and the ill fated Titanic, but while
perfectly milled, that even
street
roll for A. D. 1913 has been received she corresponds to those vessels In
the inexperienced have
in the treasurer's office. The first her general dimensions there are
The will of the late Pomvilio Bucci half of the 1933 taxes are now due some radical differences in her consuccess with it from the
fu
was proved and admitted to probate and became
start. Order a sack and
delinquent on February struction. She will have a length of
yesterday at a brief session of the 16, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent 1,000 feet and a breadth of 80 feet.
learn for yourself.
Her tonags will be 60,000, which is
probate court, over which Judge Ade- - per month,
EUGENIO ROMERO,
"
laido Tafoya presided. Jake Stern and
Treasurer and Collector. about equal to a mile-lontrain of
I Jefferson Reynolds, President
Byron T. Mills, who witnessed the
cars.
D. Reynolds, Vice President. ,
E.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
OUR.
In the magnificence ot her furnishsigning of the will, testified as to its
H allot Ray nolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
identity. Nick Hilgers, Herman Hil- - ROSENTHAL BOOSTS
ings and equipment tn.3 Britannic, will
gers and Catherine Nelson, the exetake her place at the nead of the fleet
cutors named in the will, were ap
of floating palaces that ply the AtLAS VEGAS CLIMATE lantic. The suites of!
pointed to serve in that capacity by
cabins are to
Ibe in their design and fittings
the probate judge.
equal
to the rooms of the finest hoteb in
ARRANGES TO SEND OUT THOUContracts for carrying mail on two
America or Europe. Dancing rooms,
SANDS OF POSTAL CARDS
rural routes now are open in New
smoking rooms, cafes, a library, a
SPRING
DURING
If it may be termed a science must
Mexico, and proposals will be received
skating rink, swimming tanks and
at Washington, D. C, until March 31.
even gardens, with beds of roses and
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
W.' N. Rosenthal, proprietor of the
include a means of presenting the
Tho routes are from East Las Vegas,
conarbors
and
carnations,
skilfully
Rosenthal Furniture company and
trived by expert gardeners, are to ocby Las Vegas, Los Alamos, Sapello, known to bo one
of the boosting citin proposition to the greatest number
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
La Cueva and Mora to Cleveland, and
cupy
prominent positions in the great
from East Las Vegas, by Cherryvale zens, has decided to inaugurate a liner.
of prospective buyers. To reach this
to Maes. East route ia about 40 plan which doubtless will prove a
for Las VeIn every department of Banking we
class in the southwest nea the
miles in length. The first must e good advertising feature
Subscribe for The Optic.
'
gas.
traveled six times a week, while the
fvre prepared to give the best of service
This plan is worked out "by the use
second must be made twice a week.
of post cards. One of the cards Is
Any further information on rhis tan
In each envelope mailed from
placed
Las
East
be obtained at the
Vegas
cot
the
Rosenthal
establishment to out of
in"
postoffice.
town places, and as the correspond
ence of this firm is wide, the effect
Harry W. Kelly last night received
"' "
a telegram from A. A. Jones at may he imagined.'
The cards are of various sorts. On
Washington to the effect that the Uni- one
side ia a picture of a local busi
A JEALOUS JAP
of the stranger, be
ted States supreme court had decided
finally threatened
ness
house, a public building or other
him witjh a knife which he obtained
Toml-negin his favor in the Perea land grant
25.
Tonl
Feb.
Albuquerque,
numerous
case. This Is one of the oldest cases institution, or one of the
a Japanese employed as night from the Chinese cook in the restaurAt ilia Homa of 3
cf Everylliiog Eota!:l2
on the docket of the old Fourth dis- pretty mountain scenes near this city.
bartender at the White Star saloon, ant. The arrest followed.
trict territorial court It arose over Each picture is an exact photograph.
was fined $15, with an alternative of
a dispute over the ownership ofa The variety is wide.
MATTHEWSON HOLDS OUT
20 days in jail, in police court this
In the place that ia generally used
'
Los Angeles, Feb. 25. Before signtract of land known as the Beck grant,
on a charge of disorderly
morning
south of Laa Vegas. Dr. George W. for correspondence, Mr. Rosenthal has
conduct. (Tominego was arrested on ing a contract with the Giants or Aca charge of carrying a aoadly weap- cepting the proposition of President
Harrison claimed the ownership. The printed a boosting advertisement.
two grants overlapped and a tract of This reads as follows:
on, thi latter being changed to dis- Gilmore to name his own terms for
"Las Vegas, New Mexico, the great
All Ready God-Fisabout 6,000 acres was claimed by both
orderly conduct. The' Japanese, It managing the Brooklyn Federals,
Beardsley's Shredded God
health resort on the Santa Fe route,
Dr. Harrison and George Stoneroad.
appears, la enamoured of a dark eyed Christy Matthewson said today that
in the midst of the Rocfcy mountains.
Fish, Fish Flakes, Izcmi Grab Meat, Deviled Grabs,
ALL Ar.CL'D SATISFACTI Oil young lady of Spanish descent who he would talk the matter over with
Splendid hunting and trout fishing.
waits on a table in a small restaurant John McGraw, the manager of the
j
Clams, Minced Glams, Shrimps, Salmon, Oysters,
An ideal vacation spot. Our mild win
will be the mult of your purchase if under the Metropolitan hotel at First Giants, or some representative of his.
ters and cool summer assure refresh
VAULT AND CESSPOOL
and Central. A roomer in the hotel, Matthewson was planning to leave toKackcrel in Tomato Sauce, Kippered Herring and
it fumes' from ns
;
ing sleep. With the purest mountain
a recent arrival In Albuquerque,: ven- day for the Giants' spring training
water, they make this tha healthiest
tured' to chat with the young' woman camp at Martin Springs, Tex., where
Sardines in oil, mustard and deviled. Also Salt,
REMEMBER: Our .Name on the Box
If:
spot on earth. Ask us, we know, 1ie
while she serv ed him food, and later he is expected to meet McGraw or
Lot
a
means
:
Smoked and Fresh Fish Daily.
Rosenthal Furniture company. The
Those desiring work done
Invited her to go to a picture show some other official of the Giant club.
only Y. M. C. A. in New Mexico is
wiflh him, which she did. In fact, she
will please call on or phone
opposite."
f. I
accepted more than one invitation to
A- - W. Patterson,
This shows that the quality of the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
attend the movies In the stranger's
card Is tho best,' and that it will apcompany The Japanese looked on
CO.
git.
Las VeJas Transfer Co.
peal to the reader. Mr, Rosenrnaj s
these attentions with such disfavor THOROUGHBRED
White Leghorn
523 Sixth Street
Phone Main 43
ability and earne9ln8 in boosting
that, after several more or less boiseggs for hatching, U and $1.50 per
Las Vegas is well known, and this
11
terous visits to the hotel in search
. C.
Lipsett, 1026 Fifth street.

Larger Tangerines
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20 to 60c
Dozen
30c Dozen
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